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PROGRAM 
 

I. Birth in the County of Flanders on 24 February 1500 & Early Life  
A suite of Flemish tunes  
    Die winter is verganghen/Laet ons mit          
    hartzen/Ihesus is een kyndekyn cleyn/Laet ons 

Anonymous, ca. 1500, arr. Piffaro 

Bagpipes, recorders, guitar, percussion 
  
Born to music:  Despres, Agricola & La Rue 

Netherlandish composers, ca. 1500 
    Fortuna desperata  
         Melody from Segovia MS, 15th c. 
         Setting à 3 Josquin Desprez (c.1450/1455 – 1521) 
         Setting à 6 Alexander Agricola (c.1457 – 1506) 
     Cecus non iudicat de coloribus Agricola 
     J’ay pris amours arr. G. Herreid 
     Ave regina caelorum Pierre de La Rue (c.1460 – 1518) 
     Pourquoy non La Rue 
     Ave sanctissima Maria La Rue 

Recorders, lute, shawms, sackbuts, dulcian 
  
II. Charles Proclaimed Lord of the Netherlands (1506) with Regency of Marguerite of Austria (1507-
1514) – Songbook of Marguerite & Basse Dance MS 
     Mille regretz (4 settings)  
          Setting à 4 Josquin Desprez 
          Setting à 6 Nicolas Gombert (c.1495 – c.1560) 
          Setting à 2 Luis de Narváez (fl.1526–1549) 
          Pavane Mille regretz Tylman Susato, pub. 1551 
     Dance de Cleves Basse Dance MS, ca. 1500 

Recorders, flute, lute, douçaine, percussion 
  
III. Crowned King of Spain (Regions of Castile & Aragon – 1516) 

     Vive le roy  Josquin Despres 
     Jubilate omnis terra Cristóbal de Morales (c.1500 – 1553) 
     Vive le roy (reprise) arr. Piffaro 

Straight trumpet, shawms, sackbuts 
  
IV. Confirmation of Coronation as Holy Roman Emperor by 
Pope Clement VII: Bologna (1530) Italian Influence 
     Regem archangelorum Costanza Festa (c.1490 – 1545) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Floruit


     Missa Sur tous regretz Gombert 
           Kyrie-Christe-Kyrie  
     Italian Dances: Celebration of Coronation Anonymous, Italian, early – mid 16th c. 
          La Parma  
           Pavana La cornetta  
           Gagliarda La rocha el fuso  
           Gagliarda El desperato  
           Gagliarda La lavandara  

Shawms, sackbuts, dulcian, flute, lute, recorder, krumhorns, bagpipe, guitar, percussion 
  

INTERMISSION 
  
V. Era of Diplomacy and Expansion of Empire (1530 - 1554) – French conflicts 
     Plus oultre Gombert 
     Tabulation for Arigot in Mode III Thoinot Arbeau, Orchesograpie, 1589 
     La Battalia Anonymous, 16th c. 1  
     Ceulx de Picardie                  Claudin de Sermisy (c.1490-1562)   

 
Recorders, flute, shawms, sackbuts, dulcian, bagpipe, percussion 

  
VI. Commemoration of Death of Charles V (21 September 1558) in Mexico City (1558) 
Music of Morales selected for the occasion 

 
Officium defunctorum: Circumdederunt me gemitus mortis
  

                                                   Morales 

Missa pro defunctis: Communio                                                    Morales 
Recorders 

  
VII. Legacy of Empire – Music of Old World and New 
Elegit eum Dominus (Mexico City cathedral)          Gaspar Fernandes (1566–1629) 
Fabordones del quarto tono Antonio de Cabezón (c.1510 – 1566) 
Chacona: “Una sarao de la chacona”                                  Juan Arañes (died c.1649) 

Recorders, sackbut, dulcian, vihuela, percussion 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Piffaro, The Renaissance Band 
Joan Kimball & Bob Wiemken, Artistic Co-Directors 

Grant Herreid – lute, guitar, vihuela, recorder, shawm, percussion 
Priscilla Herreid – shawm, dulcian, recorders, bagpipes 
Greg Ingles – sackbut, straight trumpet, recorders, krumhorn, percussion 
Joan Kimball – shawm, dulcian, recorders, bagpipes, krumhorn, douçaine 
Erik Schmalz – sackbut, recorders, krumhorn, percussion 
Bob Wiemken – shawm, dulcians, recorders, krumhorn, percussion 

With guest artists: 
Heloise Degrugillier – flutes, recorders 
Fiona Last – shawm, dulcian, recorder, bagpipe 

 
PIFFARO, THE RENAISSANCE BAND 

 “Widely regarded as North America's masters of music for Renaissance wind band” (St Paul Pioneer Press), 
Piffaro has delighted audiences throughout the United States, Europe, Canada and South America since its 
founding in 1980. Piffaro recreates the rustic music of the peasantry and the elegant sounds of the official wind 
bands of the late Medieval and Renaissance periods. Its ever-expanding instrumentarium includes shawms, 
dulcians, sackbuts, recorders, krumhorns, bagpipes, lutes, guitars, harps, and a variety of percussion — all 
careful reconstructions of instruments from the period.   
 
Under the direction of Artistic Directors Joan Kimball and Bob Wiemken, Piffaro concertizes extensively, both 
close to home with its four-concert season in Philadelphia, as well as nationally and internationally. The ensemble 
debuted at Tage Alter Musik in Regensburg, Germany in 1993, and has returned to Europe frequently over the 
decades, performing at major festivals in Austria, Germany, France, Belgium, Italy, Spain and The Czech 
Republic. They have traveled to South America, including a memorable tour in Bolivia under the auspices of that 
country’s bi-annual International Renaissance & Baroque Festival. Piffaro has performed at the major Early 
Music festivals throughout the US, including Boston, Berkeley, Indianapolis, and Madison, as well as on Early 
Music series, chamber music series, and college series, both in the US and Canada. Through Piffaro’s many 
recordings on Newport Classics, Deutsche Grammophon Arkiv Produktion, Dorian Recordings, 
PARMA/Navona, and its own house label, and through radio and internet broadcasts, its music has reached 
listeners as far away as Siberia.  
  
Piffaro has been active in the field of education since its inception and has been honored twice for its work by 
Early Music America, receiving the “Early Music Brings History Alive” award in 2003, and the Laurette Goldberg 
“Lifetime Achievement Award in Early Music Outreach” in 2011. Its National Recorder Competition for Young 
Players attracts talented competitors from around the country to Philadelphia every two years. The ensemble was 
honored in 2015 by The American Recorder Society with its “Distinguished Artist Award”. Another honor arrived 
for the Artistic Directors this past season, the “Howard Mayer Brown Lifetime Achievement in the field of early 
music” award.  
  

PIFFARO MEMBERS 
 Grant Herreid performs frequently on early reeds, brass, strings and voice with Piffaro, Hesperus, and many 
other early music groups around the country. On the faculty at Yale University, he directs their Collegium 
Musicum and is artistic and music director of the Yale Baroque Opera Project (YBOP). Grant directs the New 
York Continuo Collective, and has created and directed several early music theatrical shows. A noted teacher 



and educator, he was the recipient of Early Music America’s Laurette Goldberg award for excellence in early 
music outreach and education. Grant appeared on Broadway playing hurdy gurdy, lute, theorbo, cittern, and 
percussion in Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night and Richard III, starring Mark Rylance and Stephen Fry. He devotes 
much of his time to exploring the esoteric unwritten traditions of early music with the ensembles Ex Umbris and 
Ensemble Viscera.  
  
Priscilla Herreid plays recorder, period oboes, and a multitude of renaissance wind instruments with some of the 
finest ensembles in the US and abroad. She performs regularly with Piffaro, Tempesta di Mare, Hesperus, Boston 
Baroque, The Handel + Haydn Society, Trinity Baroque Orchestra, New York Baroque Inc., and The Sebastians, 
and has also appeared with Portland Baroque, Philharmonia Baroque, Ex Umbris, The Waverly Consort, Tenet 
Vocal Artists, The Gabrieli Consort, the Boston Early Music Festival Orchestra, American Bach Soloists, and 
The City Musick. Priscilla was part of the onstage band for the Shakespeare on Broadway productions of Twelfth 
Night and Richard III, starring Mark Rylance. She has coached renaissance and baroque ensembles at Yale and 
Temple Universities and The Juilliard School and has been on the faculty of Oberlin Baroque Performance 
Institute and the Madison and Amherst Early Music Festivals. Her playing has been called “downright amazing” 
by the Philadelphia Inquirer, and the New York Times has praised her “soaring recorder, gorgeously played…” 
She is a graduate of Temple University and The Juilliard School. Priscilla is honored to be Artistic Director 
Designate of Piffaro, continuing the rich legacy built by Joan Kimball and Bob Wiemken after the close of this 
season.  
  
Greg Ingles attended high school at the Interlochen Arts Academy and went on to graduate from the Oberlin 
Conservatory. Two days after graduation Greg won the position of Solo Trombone in the Hofer Symphoniker in 
Hof, Germany. He returned to the United States and completed both a Master’s and Doctoral degree in trombone 
performance at SUNY Stony Brook. Soon after beginning his early music studies Greg became a member of 
Piffaro, the Renaissance Band. He has since played with such ensembles as the American Bach Soloists, Chatham 
Baroque, Concerto Palatino, Quicksilver and Tafelmusik. He is Music Director of the Dark Horse Consort, an 
ensemble devoted to rarely performed brass music of the 17th century.  Greg is also a member of Ciaramella and 
has recorded with this group on the Yarlung and Naxos record labels. Greg was the adjunct trombone professor 
at Hofstra University for over a decade. He teaches sackbut at the Madison Early Music Festival each summer 
and is the Lecturer in Sackbut at Boston University.  
  
Joan Kimball, artistic co-director and a founding member of the ensemble, gave herself full time to early music 
performance in 1980 after a number of years as an educator.  She has concertized with the ensemble throughout 
the U.S., Europe, and South America, and has performed with many of the leading early music artists and 
ensembles in this country. With Piffaro she has recorded for Newport Classics, Deutsche Grammophon Archiv 
Produktion, Dorian Recordings and PARMA/Navona, and in addition can be heard on the Vanguard, Eudora and 
Vox Amadeus labels. In addition to her devotion to the study and performance of historical winds and to her work 
with Piffaro, Joan continues to feed her passion for education. She teaches recorder and early winds to children 
and adults and organizes Piffaro’s educational programs. In addition, Joan travels and gives bagpipe, recorder and 
double reed classes at music workshops and festivals around the country, including the Madison Early Music 
Festival and Amherst Early Music Festival. As an important corollary to performing on these instruments, she is 
a maker of double reeds for Renaissance shawms, dulcians and capped winds, and collaborates with instrument 
maker Joel Robinson of Portland OR on the construction of Medieval and Renaissance bagpipes. Joan, along with 
Bob, received Early Music America’s “Howard Mayer Brown Award for Lifetime Achievement in the field of 
early music” in 2021.  



  
Erik Schmalz, a specialist in trombones and performance from the renaissance to the romantic periods, works 
internationally with many prestigious ensembles. Among others, these include Dark Horse Consort, Tafelmusik, 
Ciaramella, Green Mountain Project, The Toronto Consort, Trinity Baroque Orchestra, Opera Lafayette, and 
Handel and Haydn Society. Performing on period trombones, renaissance slide trumpet, and recorder, his 
versatility also led him to be cast as one of the seven instrumentalists in the Globe Theater’s productions of 
Richard III and Twelfth Night on Broadway. Erik received degrees on trombone performance from Oberlin 
Conservatory of Music where he studied with Ray Premru, and from the University of Cincinnati College-
Conservatory of Music with Tony Chipurn. When not performing, he is usually maintaining and enjoying antique 
cars and boats, but also be found teaching at summer workshops such as Mountain Collegium in Cullowhee, NC. 
He resides in Collinsville, CT.  
  
Bob Wiemken began his musical life as a French hornist many years ago and continued pursuing modern brass 
for some 18 years. Eventually, however, he became inexplicably enamored of the double-reed instruments and 
leapt at the chance to begin playing early reeds in the Collegium while a graduate student in Classics at the 
University of Pennsylvania. That began a long love affair with medieval through early Baroque double-reed 
instruments that has only crescendoed over the past 30 years of playing, exploring, studying, maintaining, 
servicing and, above all, making reeds for shawms, dulcians, bassoon, krumhorns and more, for himself and many 
others. As Artistic Co-Director of Piffaro, The Renaissance Band, he has performed worldwide, recorded 
extensively, built over 100 programs of Renaissance and early Baroque music and commissioned new works for 
early winds and chorus. He has been very fortunate to perform with many of the world’s leading early music 
ensembles, in festivals in North and South America and throughout Europe. He is an eager and well-appreciated 
teacher and lecturer in college and university settings, having directed the Early Music Ensembles at the Esther 
Boyer College of Music and Dance at Temple University for 20 years. He also teaches regularly at festivals and 
workshops throughout the country, and is the artistic advisor for the Madison Early Music Festival and artistic 
director and teacher for the Indiana Early Double Reed Workshop. Currently, in addition to his performing, 
researching, recording and educating responsibilities, he continues to attempt to plumb the depths of early reed 
technique in an effort to understand the mysteries of these glorious instruments. Bob, along with Joan, received 
Early Music America’s “Howard Mayer Brown Award for Lifetime Achievement in the field of early music” in 
2021. 
 

GUEST ARTISTS 

 Originally trained as a linguist, oboist Fiona Last aims to explore as many musical languages as possible. 
From playing Renaissance polyphony on the shawm to performing Stravinsky with John Adams, Fiona is 
always seeking out new instruments to play and new musical idioms through which to express herself. Her 
interest in early instruments stems from the belief that understanding a musical style through the instrument for 
which it was written and vice-versa can bring a special kind of life to music-making. In addition to 
performances with Piffaro, she is a regular with Tempesta di Mare and has also performed with The Gabrieli 
Consort, The Handel + Haydn Society, Opera Philadelphia, The City Musick, Tesserae, Musica Angelica, the 
Carmel Bach Festival, The Orchestra Now, and at Les Jardins du William Christie in Thiré, France. In 2018 she 
was a fellow with The Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment. Fiona has MM degrees in Historical Performance 
from The Juilliard School and Oboe Performance from Yale School of Music. She received her BM from 
Temple University in Philadelphia and also has a BA in Arabic & Ethnomusicology from The School of 
Oriental and African Studies in London, during which time she spent a year in Syria studying at the University 
of Damascus. She was born and raised in England.  



  
Heloise Degrugillier has worked extensively as both a recorder and traverso performer, and teacher throughout 
Europe and the United States. She has performed with leading period ensembles, including the Boston Early 
Music Festival Opera, Handel and Haydn, the Boston Camerata and Tempesta Di Mare. Heloise also enjoys an 
active teaching career, working with the Amherst Early Music Festival, the Texas Toot, Pinewoods Early Music 
Week, and others. She teaches recorder at Rhode Island College and Tufts University. She is a founding member 
of New World Recorder. She is the president and music director of the Boston Recorder Society. She has 
completed her studies in the Alexander Technique and has a Masters in Music from the Utrecht Conservatory in 
the Netherlands. She studied recorder with Heiko ter Scheggett, Saskia Coolen, and Pedro Memelsdorff.  
  
The Musical Legacy of Charles V: The Spanish-Flemish Connection  
  
Few monarchs of the Renaissance can rival the achievements, and titles, of the Burgundian Charles V – Holy 
Roman Emperor, King of Spain, Lord of the Netherlands, Duke of Burgundy, Head of the House of Hapsburg, to 
name the most significant. The first half of the 16th century almost throughout Europe was marked by his 
presence, his leadership, his political acumen and expansive acquisitions. That story takes reams to tell. However, 
equally compelling, though too often less publicized, is the impact he had on the renaissance musical arts 
throughout his life and reign. His traveling musical establishment was sumptuous, replete with some of the most 
notable composers of the day. His support of music and the arts in general was incomparable and his legacy 
traveled far and wide both in time and space.  
  
This concert will highlight that musical establishment, the composers he nurtured both in his native Low Countries 
and in his inherited kingdom of Spain, as they interacted to produce an international language of renaissance 
polyphony throughout Europe. Heinrich Isaac, Alexander Agricola, Josquin des Prez from the earliest generation 
will make an appearance with recorders and lute. From Spain, the motets of the great Christóbal de Morales will 
sound from shawms, sackbut and dulcians, along with the most notable Matteo Flecha with his ensalada, La 
Guerra, and the vivacious secular villancicos of Morales’ student, Francisco Guerrero. Charles V’s musical 
legacy, evident on the Spanish composers Diego Ortiz and Antonio de Cabezon will shine through examples of 
their works for mixed instruments, as well as dances inspired through the interaction of Iberian and northern 
musical styles. The concert will be a cornucopia of some of the greatest composers and works that owe a debt 
either directly or indirectly to Charles V’s exemplary patronage of the musical arts from this fabled time.  
 

PROGRAM NOTES 

Section I: Birth of Charles V (1500) 
Celebrations in the Streets and Mass in the Cathedral 

Charles V (1500-1558) 
Son of Philip I & Joanna of Castile 

Grandson of Ferdinand II of Aragón & Isabella of Castile Holy Roman Emperor Maximilian I & 
Mary of Burgundy Holy Roman Emperor (1519-1558) 

King of Spain, as Charles I (1516-1556) 

1500 Charles born at Ghent, February 24, named in honor of Charlemagne  



The chroniclers tell us a good deal about the birth of Charles and the festivities associated with the event. The 
streets were alive with activities: musicians, jugglers, tight-rope walkers, merchants hawking wares, and the 
like. The program opens with the festivities in the streets with a set of Flemish popular tunes played by a 
roving band of street musicians, among the many entertainers and goings-on that marked the occasion.   

  
Charles was born into a thriving and internationally renowned world of music and composers, including 
especially Alexander Agricola, Pierre de La Rue and Josquin Despres. All three had connections with the court 
of Philip I, Charles V's father. In fact, Pierre de La Rue's major output came from the period in which he was 
a member of the court chapel under Philip I and subsequently under Charles V. Alexander Agricola too was a 
member of the court chapel and traveled with Charles V for a time. Selections, both sacred and secular, from 
the works of these composers highlight the extent and magnificence of the music prevalent in the Low 
Countries at the beginning of the 16th century and Charles’ early years.   

  
Section II: Charles becomes Lord of Netherlands 

The Regency of Marguerite of Austria (1506-1514) 
The Songbooks 

1506 Philip I dies; Charles inherits a vast empire including the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Artois and 
portions of Burgundy. Marguerite of Austria, Charles' paternal aunt, is named regent.  

  
This section recognizes the period during which Marguerite of Austria was regent of Charles V in his early 
years, following the death of Philip I, his father. An astute diplomat, politician, and a well-educated woman, 
she was also a great lover of music and utilized the court chapel to the fullest during her years in power. She 
collected manuscripts, two of which contain mostly secular compositions, chansons from French and Flemish 
composers of the late 15th and early 16th centuries. These have become popularly known as the "Chanson 
Albums of Marguerite of Austria." Her influence and oversight of Charles lasted long after the end of her 
official regency in 1514, but the major court chapel passed subsequently into the hands of Charles V and 
traveled with him on his many trips and campaigns from Flanders to Spain and to Italy and all points between.  

  
In 1520, Josquin gave Charles V a gift of a book of chansons, of which the Mille regretz must surely have 
been one. The luten tabulation of this chanson by Narvaez gives it the subtitle “La cancion del Emperador”, 
recognizing its close connection with Charles V. Gombert, student of Josquin and maistre du chapelle for 
Charles V’s musical establishment, expanded Josquin’s version by adding two additional voices, a practice 
often utilized by composers to recognize worthy compositions and praise their composers.  

  
Section III: Charles is crowned King of Spain  

  
1516  Ferdinand II of Spain dies – rule of Aragón, Navarre, Granada, Naples, Sicily, Sardinia, the Spanish 

Americas and Castile devolves to Charles.  
  

Perhaps the most consequential and formative event of Charles’ young life came at the death of Ferdinand II 
of Spain and his accession of the title King of Spain. The Spanish inheritance, resulting in a dynastic union of 
the crowns of Castile and Aragón, included Spain and the Castilian West Indies, and the Aragonese Naples, 
Sicily and Sardinia. Castile and Aragón together formed the largest of Charles's personal possessions, and they 
also provided a great number of generals and “tercios” (the formidable Spanish infantry of the time). However, 



at his accession to the throne, Charles was viewed as a foreign prince. He soon thereafter took up residence in 
the country to secure his rule over that country.  

  
Josquin’s celebratory Vive le roy, “Long live the King”, appropriately marks the event with trumpets, sackbuts 
and shawms. The well-known Christóbal de Morales was the first Spanish composer of international renown. 
His works were widely distributed in Europe, and numerous copies made the journey to the New World. Many 
music writers and theorists in the hundred years after his death considered his music to be among the most 
perfect of the time. His expansive Jubilate Deo omnis terra argues eloquently in favor of that reputation.  

  
Section IV: Confirmation of Coronation by Pope Clement VII 

Bologna, 1530  
  

1520  Charles crowned Holy Roman Emperor and inherits Hapsburg lands in Austria;  
signs treaty of Gravelines with King Henry VIII of England to help subdue Francis I of France, 
beginning decades of war and diplomacy to secure hegemony over western Europe.  
 

1525  Francis I captured at the Battle of Pavia; agrees to cede Italian possessions and Burgundy to Charles, 
but Francis repudiates the treaty after he is released.  

 
1526  March 10, Charles married Isabella of Portugal in Seville, with the result that Aragón and Castille 

formed a block and became a very important factor in European politics.  
 
1526  Francis established the League of Cognac against Charles, winning the support of Pope Clement VII.  
 
1527  Charles’ forces sack the city of Rome and besiege the Pope.  
 
1529  Treaty of Cambrai with France and the Peace of Barcelona with Clement VII confirm Charles’ 

position in Italy.  
 
1530  Coronation of Charles as Holy Roman Emperor at Bologna, the last German emperor crowned 

by a pope.  
  

The coronation of Charles V as Holy Roman Emperor took place in Bologna in 1530, ten years after his first 
coronation and his taking up the reins of power from Maximilian I. Gombert’s Missa Sur tous regretz is said, 
in one manuscript, to have been “for the coronation” and was likely sung in Bologna for this occasion. Gombert 
joined the chapel in 1526 as a singer, became maitre des enfants in 1529 and subsequently traveled with 
Charles from Flanders to Spain, Italy, Austria and Germany. This section attempts to give a glimpse of the 
grandeur of the occasion in Bologna and its significance in Charles V’s life.  

  
Constanzo Festa’s Regem archangelorum sets the stage for the section of Gombert’s ceremonial mass. Festa 
was one of the first native Italian polyphonists to achieve international renown. Though his reputation rests 
largely with his composition of madrigals, he was one of the few Italian singers in the papal choir at the time 
who brought together successfully both the Italian and Netherlandish styles. Following the mass, celebrations 
extended throughout the realm. A collection of Italian dances published about the time of the coronation 
broadcasts the mood that must have prevailed in Bologna and beyond at this step in Charles’ life.   



  
Section V: Diplomacy and Consolidation of Empire 1530-1556 

  
1532  Charles faces the Turks, under Suleiman the Magnificent, outside the walls of Vienna, but a decisive 

battle is avoided; the Turkish threat to the city is not eliminated until 1683.  
 
1535  Charles defeats the Turks at Tunis, but other campaigns against them are less successful.  
 
1538  A truce between Charles and Francis I is concluded by Pope Paul III.  
 
1540  Charles suppresses revolt in Ghent, his native city.  
 
1542 War with France resumes when Charles installs his son, Philip, as Duke of Milan  
 
1545 Council of Trent convenes, beginning the counter-Reformation  
 
1546 Charles successfully attacks the Protestant princes of Germany, but eventually 

consents to both Catholic and Protestant practices within his northern lands  
 
1550 Ships bearing 3,000,000 ducats provide Spain with its first significant income from its American 

holdings: continuing expansion of Spanish influence in the New World.  
  

The years following the coronation are summarized by the consolidation of power and expansion of empire, 
even beyond the borders of the European territories. The motet Plus oultre, composed by Gombert on Charles 
V's heraldic motto, survives only in a setting for two lutes. The title, which translates "more beyond", represent 
the ambitions of empire and appear in the iconography entwined on two columns or on a banner between them. 
The Imperialist humanist Ludovice Marliano designed the emblem with the motto "Plus oultre" spanning the 
columns of Hercules (i.e. the straits of Gibraltar), in which he gave expression to the worldliness and heroism 
in the life and work of Charles V. He could be said to be the emperor of the New World as well as the Old, 
since the great overseas expansion carried out by Charles' Spanish subjects gave an insuperable prestige and 
an unparalleled glory to his rule. Piffaro member, Grant Herreid, has arranged Gombert's lute setting for a 
five-voiced ensemble, performed here on a recorder consort.  

  
Battle, then, becomes the theme, the sine qua non of expansionist efforts, and a favorite subject for composition 
among 16th century composers. The curious piece entitled Tabulation of Arigot in Mode III, from the dance 
manual of Thoinot Arbeau, represents the sounds of fife and percussion universally associated with the 
marching of troops. The anonymous La Battaglia, otherwise known in Germanic manuscripts simply as Die 
Schlacht, follows the pattern of representing the sounds of battle in sonic patterns of rapid artillery fire, trumpet 
arpeggios, the waxing and waning of the course of battle. The piece brings this section to a climax of brass, 
reeds and percussion. It's followed by a chanson of drunken soldiers, Ceulx de Picardie, composed  by Claudin 
de Sermisy, a simple setting that lends itself to the more common and lively rustic instruments, including 
bagpipes, guitars and tambourines. It conveys in a French text full of double entendre the common soldier's 
attitude to the Imperial designs and escape from the rigors and dangers of war.  
 
 



Section VI – Death of Charles and Commemoration 
Mexico City, 1559 

  
1556 Charles, increasingly infirm, moves into the monastery of San Jerónimo de Yuste in  

western Spain.  
 

1558 Charles formally abdicates as Holy Roman Emperor shortly before his death at Yuste, September 21, 
at the age of 58  

  
Charles V's reputation was carried far and wide, so much so that in 1559, a year after his death, a 
commemorative service was held for him in the cathedral in Mexico City, Mexico in November of that year. 
The chronicler, Cervantes de Salazar ("Tumulo imperial", 1560) praised the choice of the music of Cristóbal 
de Morales for the occasion. Salazar gave a detailed and colorful description of the ceremonies, with a 
particularly exhaustive account of all the musical aspects involved. The Officium defunctorum of Morales, as 
part of the liturgy of the dead, was sung, we're told, on this occasion. Unfortunately, only the Circumdederunt 
me gemitus mortis of that Office survives. A lone manuscript of this work was owned by the music archives 
of the cathedral in Puebla, Mexico.  

  
However, Morales also wrote two Missa pro defunctis, masses for the dead, as did many a composer since the 
liturgy for the dead began to be set polyphonically in the early 15th century. This setting is for 5 voices and 
conveys the atmosphere of weighty mysticism that dominated so much of Spanish culture during this period. 
The portions of the mass selected for this program give a representative example of the weight and tone of the 
work that so perfectly captures the feeling of sorrow and loss that most of Europe felt with the death of so 
renowned and worthy a leader, patriarch, politician and humanitarian who cherished music and supported both 
its composition and performance like few other dignitaries of his era.  

 
Section VII: Legacy of Empire – Music of the Old World and New 

  
The concert ends with just a hint at the musical legacy that can in part or in whole be attributed to the policies 
and expansion of Charles V’s empire and its impact on the musical culture of all the lands absorbed therein. 
New world expansion of the Spanish kingdoms took old world composers to new lands, including in particular, 
the Portuguese-born composer Gaspar Fernandes, who spent most of his life and career in Mexico. His motet 
Elegit eum Dominus is an elegant example of old-world practice planted on new soil. The Spanish Antonio de 
Cabezón, who was highly regarded and practiced on both sides of the Atlantic, lived most of his life in the 
universe that Charles V emanated. His Fabordones del quarto tono, a fine example of Spanish cathedral music 
in an instrumental setting, took root and flourished in the Americas as well as it did in his native Spain. Finally, 
the New World dance form, the lively and lustful chacona, exported back to the Old World, received vibrant 
treatment at the hands of the Spaniard, Juan Arañes, surely reflecting its indigenous roots.   

  
Bob Wiemken  
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Bach 
Thomas Godfrey 
Marcie & Jim Mack 
Clark McSparren, in honor of Ethelmae McSparren 
Kathy Spencer, in memory of Jim Spencer 
Doug & Linda Weidman 
Paul and Judy Ware 
 
Tallis 
Lisa M. Browar, in memory of James N. Spencer 
Mary K. Bucher 
William Gulvin 
 
Monteverdi 
Linda & Pat Castagna 
Gene & Kristy Clark 
Robert E. Coley 
Faye DeBerdine 
William P. Kiehl 
Tim & Sue Mackey 
Ila & Neal Stoltzfus 
William & Phyllis Whitesell 
Mrs. Patsy Williams 
 
Vivaldi 
Greta Aul 
Christopher Brooks 
Mark & Judith Chien 
Robert & Beverly Felter 
Rolf Hickman 
Mary Ann Johnson 
Maryann Marotta & Howard Kelin 
Karen A. Murley 
Austin J & Rosella W. Rich 
Ruthann Richards 
Harriet Rosenstein 

Vivaldi cont. 
Susan Rowe 
W. John & Joni Soost 
Gretchen Thomas 
Groff Funeral & Cremation Services 
Judson McCune & Ezetta Walter 
 
Lully 
Anonymous 
Beth Bullard 
Robert W. Evans III 
Allan Eustis 
Catherine Frean 
Eileen Gregg 
Jannine B. McCurley 
Damon Myers & Efrem Magtagnob 
Joan Reardon 
Nancy Schott 
 
Giving Levels 
Bach: $1,000 and above 
Tallis: $500 - $999 
Monteverdi: $250 - $499 
Vivaldi: $100 - $249 
Lully: $1 - $99 
 
Gifts made in 2021 through February 1, 2022 
 
We apologize for any errors or omissions. 
Please contact Nicolette Norris for corrections: 
nicolette@ saintjameslancaster.org. 

 
 

Make your tax-deductible contribution to 
Early Music at Saint James 

 

 

 

 

 Donate securely online at saintjameslancaster.org by clicking 
“Give now” at the top of the homepage or by scanning the QR 
code at left. You can also give conveniently by texting 
saintjames earlymusic [please note no spaces in ‘saintjames’ 
and ‘earlymusic’] to the number 73256 and follow the link   
you are sent. 



ABOUT EARLY MUSIC AT SAINT JAMES 

Early Music at Saint James was the vision of founder and Director Emerita Kathleen Spencer. Now, eleven years after 
its inception, Early Music at Saint James is a sought-after venue in the world of historic performance practice. Each 
season, concerts of music composed before 1800 are presented in the acoustically rich sanctuary of Saint James 
Church. The performances of primarily Medieval, Renaissance, Baroque and Classical music are played on original 
or faithful reproductions of period instruments. The series offers a venue for small and/or emerging ensembles as well 
as established artists, presenting a rich repertoire of music not generally available to the Lancaster  

 

2022 EARLY MUSIC AT SAINT JAMES 

Thursday, May 26, 2022 | 7:30 PM 
Les Canards Chantants 
1.500 Surround Sound 

 

Founded in England, Les Canards Chantants (the singing ducks) 
is now based in Philadelphia and is known for their elegant 
vocalism (Philadelphia Inquirer), finely tuned vocals, robust 
singing and sense of adventure (Broad Street Review). Come 
experience the acoustical architecture and grand polychoral 
style of the 1500s in lavish works by Victoria, Lassus, Gabrieli 
and more in a program that exploits the drama of sound! 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interested in receiving the latest news about upcoming 
Early Music at Saint James concerts and events? 

Sign up to receive our Early Music eNewsletter. Visit our website 
or contact Nancy LeVasseur to subscribe. 

earlymusic@saintjameslancaster.org 
saintjameslancaster.org/EarlyMusic 

717.397.4858 ext. 114 

 

Compline at the Urban Well 
Ancient Music for the Modern Soul 

First Fridays at Saint James 
9 - 9:30 PM 

Join us every first Friday of the month for a contemplative 
service of quiet reflection at the end of your day. Compline at 
the Urban Well includes meditative music played on an ancient 
stringed instrument—the oud—and the Saint James Compline 
Choir singing a cappella by candlelight in our beautifully lit 
sanctuary. 

mailto:earlymusic@saintjameslancaster.org


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nancy LeVasseur, Managing Director 
Dr. William Wright, Director of Music  
SaintJamesLancaster.org/Early-Music 


